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Bowker's Complete Video Directory 2000
Offers advice on teaching the fundamentals of hitting, identifies common mistakes, and
suggests practice drills and mental preparation

Lewis' New Gymnastics for Ladies, Gentlemen and Children and Boston
Journal of Physical Culture
Video Source Book
Provides instruction on what to look for when coaching young baseball players and correct
pitching, batting, and other related errors.

The Country Gentleman
A humorous guide to playing and winning the game of golf offers golfers plentiful tips, quotes,
and anecdotes from the game's great artisans. 30,000 first printing.

How to Win at Golf
Harper's Weekly
Esquire
The Children's Hospital Guide To Your Child's Health And Development
From classroom aids to corporate training programs, technical resources to self-help guides,
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children's features to documentaries, theatrical releases to straight-to-video movies, The Video
Source Book continues its comprehensive coverage of the wide universe of video offerings
with more than 130,000 complete program listings, encompassing more than 160,000 videos.
All listings are arranged alphabetically by title. Each entry provides a description of the
program and information on obtaining the title. Six indexes -- alternate title, subject, credits,
awards, special formats and program distributors -- help speed research.

Six Weeks to a Better Level of Tennis
Illustrated Weekly of Pakistan
A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies/entertainment, general
interest/education, sports/recreation, fine arts, health/science, business/industry,
children/juvenile, how-to/instruction.

The Atlantian
Sandler Enterprise Selling: Winning, Growing, and Retaining Major
Accounts
The Pacific Logger
Scribner's Magazine
Earn comps and avoid big losses Bet wisely, beat the house, and bring home the bucks! Crazy
about casinos, but worried about losing your shirt? Relax! This hands-on guide is filled with
insider secrets and tips for maximizing winnings and minimizing losses in the most popular
casino games --blackjack, poker, craps, roulette, slots, and more. You get the scoop on
everything from game rules and jargon to making the best bets (and knowing when to quit).
Discover how to * Understand the odds * Develop winning strategies * Avoid gimmicks and bad
bets * Manage your money effectively * Gamble on the Internet * Deal with the IRS

Athletic Journal
Western Construction
Secrets of a Winning Serve and Return
The Little League Guide to Tee Ball
Explains the basic skills that help rookie players enjoy the game and prepare for Little League
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"RM" play. Includes official rules and management tips.

Scholastic Coach
You Can Teach Hitting
Scribner's Magazine
Bowker's Directory of Videocassettes for Children 1999
Punch
The Timberman
Pacific Road Builder and Engineering Review
Essentials of Management, 4e is the perfect introduction to the basics of managing a business
and its personnel. Using the functional management approach, the book covers planning and
decision making, organizing, leading and controlling. It takes a "hands-on" approach to
learning, applying its concepts to the real world, and covering the most current topics in
management today. Critical-Thinking Cases. Author Andrew DuBrin is well-known for his rich
management cases. This book includes cases that will reinforce key concepts and enhance
critical-thinking skills. Enhanced Content. This edition contains greatly increased discussion of
TQM, Customer Satisfaction, ISO 9000, benchmarking, the Baldrige award and related quality
topics. A new chapter on Teams and Teamwork was added to this edition.

Casino Gambling For Dummies
Based on the research and clinical experience of America's leading children's hospital, this
reference work, several years in the making, is the most complete and authoritative guide to
child health and development ever published. Three essential parts form this unique work: a
detailed account of all aspects of normal development from birth through the school years, a
carefully designed emergency section, and a comprehensive guide to every common illness or
condition that affects children.For the first time, a single work offers parents all the medical,
psychological, and practical information they need to raise healthy children from birth through
elementary school. Packed full of information on symptoms, causes, diagnosis, treatment, and
prevention, vital, up-to-date advice for choosing medical care and insurance, and finding good
childcare, the Children's Hospital Guide includes the charts of normal development at all ages,
and a comprehensive resource section.

Congressional Record
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The Cultivator & Country Gentleman
Private Lessons is a collection of more than 80 golf lessons from the most popular column in
Golf magazine. Sections for every type of player offer wisdom on all aspects of golf: tee shots,
fairway game, putting, and escaping from trouble.

The Six-Spoke Approach to Golf
The Six-Spoke Approach to Golf reveals what the world's top golf professionals know: To play
your best you need to focus not just on technique but on all six aspects of playing well. If your
body, mind, game analysis, practice regimen, equipment, and technique are not in balance and
working with you, they're actually working against you. Golfers who follow the Six-Spoke
Approach significantly improve their scores, have greater strength and flexibility, gain more
confidence in their game, and demonstrate an increase in their overall satisfaction and
enjoyment of golf.

Video Sourcebook
Forthcoming Books
The comprehensive 6-stage selling program from Sandler Training-- "Top 20 Sales Training
Company" by Selling Power Magazine Competitively pursuing large, complex accounts is
perhaps the greatest challenge for selling teams. To keep treasured clients and gain new ones,
you need a system to win business with profitable enterprise clients, serve them effectively and
grow the relationships over time. You start with Sandler Enterprise Selling. The only enterprise
selling system based on the proprietary Sandler Selling System methodology created by David
H. Sandler This practical, step-by-step book is designed specifically for selling teams
committed to high achievement in the enterprise environment. The program’s powerful six
stages will guide you to: 1. Set a baseline for success for each territory and account 2. Identify
opportunities with the highest probability of success 3. Engage with buyers to qualify enterprise
opportunities 4. Craft solutions that directly address your client’s needs 5. Propose your
solution and achieve advancement 6. Serve and satisfy your client, earning the right to grow
the business Each of the stages represents a key piece of the puzzle in the proactive, teamoriented Sandler Enterprise Selling (SES) process. With the proven training techniques in this
book, you’ll be able to use SES to win, grow and serve enterprise clients. You’ll learn how to
master 13 selling tools integral to your SES success—like the KARE Account Planning Tool,
Growth Account Booster Tool, LinkedIn Levers Tool, and Client-Centric Satisfaction Tool.
You’ll discover practical solutions to the vastly complex challenges in enterprise organizations
- extended sales cycles, wide buyer networks, or significant investments in pursuits.
Overcoming these unique challenges presents great opportunities for selling teams. Sandler
Enterprise Selling provides the framework needed to succeed in the enterprise arena, winning,
growing and keeping major accounts. Note: These are the same training principles that are
taught to tens of thousands of sales executives and managers every year at more than 200
Sandler Training companies around the world. If you want to stay competitive in the enterprise
selling arena, you need to train, study, and read Sandler Enterprise Selling.

Productivity Tools
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The Bulletin
International Record of Medicine and General Practice Clinics
Is "Mulan" available in a closed captioned version? Is there a video to introduce numbers to a
six-year-old? To help teach art to second graders, science to sixth graders, or the dangers of
drugs to seventh graders? Now you can answer thousands of questions like these, because
Bowker's Directory of Videocassettes for Children 1999 delivers the full range of what's
available for children on video - all expertly organized & indexed for fast, easy access. This
new edition is far & away the most comprehensive children's video directory ever published. It
profiles 39,333 titles, divided into Educational/Special Interest & Entertainment sections &
cross-referenced in each section by multiple indexes. What's more, it gives you richly detailed
entries for each title, not just the bare bones data you'll find in other sources. You'll discover up
to 27 data elements for every video - ranging from title, subject, & age recommendation to a
brief description & release date - along with full ordering information or rental information.
Produced with the same acclaimed expertise that goes into Bowker's Complete Video
Directory, this unique guide is an essential resource for librarians, retailers, teachers, parents,
& children looking for the best & the latest videos of interest for young patrons.

Datamation
Golf Magazine's Private Lessons
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United
States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record
began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates
and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)

Essentials of Management
Little League Baseball Guide to Correcting the 25 Most Common Mistakes
Vols. 9-10 include proceedings of the 8th-11th annual meeting of the American Football
Coaches Association and of the 3d-6th annual meeting of the National Association of the
Basketball Coaches of the United States.

American Lawn Tennis
The Science of Hitting
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